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Share Data Faster with CorasNow

Reduce the cost and complexity of accessing, sharing, and integrating 
data with CorasNow.

Data sharing is good. Interoperability is great. But making this work effectively is a complex, cumbersome, 
and expensive process. Most of today’s applications are built to capture, maintain, and report on information 
for a specific business function. When this information has value to related business functions it needs to be 
shared. While this sounds simple, it’s a very complicated process. Information has certain rights and consent 
models, taxonomies are defined around specific business functions or processes, systems are not pre-built to 
integrate, and vendors protect information availability to drive new revenue models. That was yesterday; today 
is CorasNow.

CorasNow is a data sharing platform that integrates information faster than ever before. This is accomplished 
through integrated security and information consent models that allow users to publish information that can be 
consumed by CorasNow applications. Share information across business functions? Done. Share information 
between apps? Done. Integrate disparate information into your CorasNow app? Done. Create an app from your 
existing Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with thousands of records? Done. Welcome to CorasNow.

Create. Content created in CorasNow can be 
shared with any other CorasNow app.

Connect. CorasNow apps can connect to any 
content, data, or information warehouse.

Consent. Information is only shared through 
secure consent models and tracked through 
rigorous information access auditing.
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CorasNow Information Sharing. Your information, your apps, your way. For more information on CorasNow, 
please visit  www.corascloud.com or contact us at 1+ 866-580-3115, or info@corascloud.com.

Reduce the cost and complexity of sharing information with CorasNow. CorasNow enables information sharing 
faster than ever before and puts the power of your information into the hands of people who need it. Connect 
and leverage information from any CorasNow app or access any other information through the CorasNow 
Connector Framework.



About CorasCloud

CorasCloud is a global leader in solutions that transform and improve the way organizations run and manage 
their business.  The company works with public and private organizations reaching more than one million users 
around the world to provide solutions that address individual and industry work management challenges.  
CorasCloud takes a “business-first” approach in helping customers build on a dynamic framework of applications 
and platforms to achieve unprecedented levels of operational efficiencies, accelerated time to market, and cost 
optimization.  For more information on CorasCloud, visit:

corascloud.com
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